
DAR 120 - Illustrator Exercise 3

Objectives
• Review how to use text blocks
• Review how to use Spell Check
• Review how to group objects
• Review how to use Align and Distribute functions
• Review how to use the Drop Shadow Effect

• Learn how to make gradients
• Learn how to import text
• Learn how to format text
• Learn how to use the Layers window

Assignment
You can proceed to duplicate the attached layout sample on your own or follow the steps below. Note that 
there are some specifics in the directions that need to be followed, such as sizes, positions, etc. so please 
read over whether you work your own way or not.

NOTE: Be sure to save your new document to the Student Files.   Save as “YourName TireSale”
     Then use Command + S to save every 15 minutes or so.

1. Create a new Illustrator document that is 8 1/2 x 11 and the units are “inches”. 

2. Create a new layer and name it “Background.” Using the Rectangle Tool, make a rounded corners rectangle 
8 by 10.5 inches. Center to Artboard.  Apply a blue linear gradient, light blue at the top to darker blue at the 
bottom.

3. Create a new layer and name it “Headline.” Make a Rounded Rectangle 7 by 3 inches with a .5 radius 
corner. Fill with a linear gradient, magenta at the top to red at the bottom. Make the stroke 8 to 10 points 
and black. Type in “BIG TIRE SALE” using the font: Impact.  Stretch to fill Red rectangle per layout. Make 
the Fill color white with no Stroke. Center horizontally using the align tool. (Check layers to see if all the 
headline elements are on the headline layer. Move them if they are not.)

4. Have you saved lately?   :>)

5. Create a layer and name it “Stars.” Make an orange star with black stroke, then copy to make 10 Stars. 
Space the first and last star out to line up at each end of the headline rectangle. Select all the stars and use the 
align and distribute buttons to evenly distribute stars. (Check layers to see if all the stars are on the stars layer. 
Move them if they are not.)

6. Create a new layer and name it “Tire.” This time, you will have to drag the layer above the other 
layers so the tire will be on top of the other elements.

a. Make a circle 3 inches in diameter. Fill with a Light Gray to Black to Dark Gray Radial Gradient. Move 
gradient disbursement marker (top indicators) to match coloring on layout. 

(continued)



b. Make another circle 1.75 inches in diameter. Fill with a White to Dark Blue, to Light Blue 
linear gradient. Disperse markers to match layout. Apply a 2 point Stroke in White.  

c. Make another circle 1.25 inches in diameter. Use the same White to Dark Blue to Light Blue 
gradient but reverse the direction per layout. Apply a 2 point White stroke. 

d. Select all three circles and center vertically and horizontally using align buttons. 

(Check layers to see if all the tire elements are on the Tire layer. Move them if they are not.)

7. Have you saved lately?   :>)

8. Create a new layer and name it “Now Going On.” Using the Type tool, type in “NOW GOING 
ON”  in the font Impact. Stretch bigger to match layout. Fill with black. Stroke with 2 point white. 
(Check layers to see if the text is on the correct layer. Move it if it is not. You may have to reorder the 
layers so the text is behind the tire.) 

9. Create a new layer and name it “Text.” Make a text block under the “NOW GOING ON” that is 
the same width. Place ”Tire Text”. Select and change text to the font Helvetica Regular, 12 point, 
white fill and no stroke. In the Paragraph window, make the first line indent 12 points and the space 
after the paragraph 4 points. (Check layers to see if the text is on the correct layer. Move it if it is 
not.)

10. Create a new layer and name it “Logo.” 

a. Type in “BIG” in Impact and in Black. Then, separately, type “TIRE.” Finally, also separately, 
type “O” using the font Cooper Black. Stretch, size and position the text to match layout. 
Change fills to black and to White with a red stroke.  

b. Make a small rectangle to match layout. Make fill red and stroke white, 1 point. Type in 
“Center” in Impact and stretch to match layout. Make fill white with no stroke. 

c. Arrange elements to create logo. 

(Check layers to see if all the logo elements are on the Logo layer. Move them if they are not.) 

12. Have you saved lately?  -    good rule to follow is to save whenever you have done something 
you don’t want to do over!   :>)

13. Create a new layer and name it “Small Tires.” Select the elements of the Tire, group, copy and re-
size per layout. Copy to make 4 tires. Using Guides, Align and Distribute buttons, spread the tires out 
on one side of the logo, evenly per layout. Select the 4 tires, group, copy and then position the new 
group on the other side of the logo, using Align. (Check layers to see if all the small tires are on the 
Small Tires layer. Move them if they are not.)

14. Using the locking or viewing functions in the layers palette to help isolate the various 
elements, select objects or groups and apply Effects/ Stylize/ Drop Shadow to match the layout. The 
following have drop shadows: BIG TIRE SALE, the red box, the stars, the large and small tires, and  
NOW GOING ON.

15. SAVE. Then copy to your jump drive. Then drop a copy into my Drop Folder. Then print a 
copy to turn in.



BIG TIRE SALE

NOW GOING ON
BIG TIREO
CENTER

Now is the time to come down to the Big O tire center and get the deals of a lifetime.  All 
major brands will be on sale - Goodyear,  Michelin, Firestone to drop a few names.  And 
we're talking discounts - 30 to 40 percent.  Tires will never be this cheap again. We'll be open 
from 8 am to 10 pm.  

But there's always a catch.  The sale is will only last three days and the discounted tires 
may not even last that long.  So hurry on down.  We can put the tires on for you,  we just can't 
pick out the tires you want unless you're here. Need we say more?  We won't.


